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Aviation’s Heartland: The Flying Farmers and Postwar Flight* 
 
 
PETER SIMONS 
 
In 1944 the National Flying Farmers organized at Stillwater, Oklahoma. The organization took 
advantage of aviation’s wartime growth to promote flight as an integral part of agricultural life 
that would modernize production, break down social barriers, and give farmers greater access to 
markets. It also built on aviation’s roots in the agricultural landscapes of the Midwest and Great 
Plains as well as the strategic role these spaces would come to play in the Cold War. In addition 
to giving farmers greater control over their land and work, flight was more broadly imagined to 
connect the agricultural heartland with consumers abroad, making the region the capital of the 
United States’ “aviation empire.” Although the Flying Famers failed to achieve their broader 
goals, the organization’s early history provides further evidence of the international scope of 
farm life in the postwar era. 
 
PETER SIMONS is a lecturer in the history department at Hamilton College. He received a 
PhD in history from the University of Chicago and was a postdoctoral fellow in the 
environmental history of the north at Florida State University. Currently he is completing the 
manuscript “Global Heartland: Fighting the Cold War on the North American Farm,” which 
traces the origins of international cooperation and Cold War development to private food aid and 
agricultural rehabilitation at the end of World War II.  
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On the back cover of its May 1, 1943 issue, Prairie Farmer ran an advertisement for the Vultee 
Aircraft Corporation. Amid the mass mobilization for wartime production and military service, 
dissonances such as an airplane manufacturer advertising in a midwestern farm weekly were not 
uncommon. Vultee was not, however, urging farmers to contribute their scrap metal toward 
building new airplanes or paying homage to the flight crews who had left farms to fly over 
Europe and the Pacific. The company was instead announcing to farmers that no spot on earth 
was farther than sixty hours from their local airport.1 
Over the course of World War II, agriculture in the United States had taken an 
international turn. Farmers who had opposed trade during the Great Depression found 
themselves contributing to a Lend-Lease program that sent their products to allies around the 
world. Although many benefited from the farm deferment program, farmers and farm workers 
were drafted into the military and often shared stories of life overseas in personal letters, farm 
periodicals, and local newspapers. A month before Prairie Farmer printed the Vultee 
advertisement, it featured stories on “Food for Humanity,” a program it began with partner radio 
station WLS encouraging farmers to increase production and help feed those living in warzones. 
Alongside articles encouraging hard work, the biblical basis for sharing food, and how food 
relief would shape the world’s future, the newspaper reminded its readers that, “the eyes of the 
world are on our farms in the Mid-West.” The international scope of US agriculture was reflected 
in the iconography used by farm suppliers, such as Pratts laying mash, DeKalb seeds, or Potash 
Company of America fertilizer, all of which paired familiar farm images with a globe.2 
Vultee’s advertisement was tapping into this wartime internationalism and Americans’ 
reimagination of geography. The sixty hours it would take to travel from small town airports in 
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the Midwest and Great Plains to any point around the globe reiterated the then-common 
argument that aviation had eviscerated geography and reformulated international relations. The 
advertisement stated that airplanes had created new Main Streets that ran from small towns in the 
United States to London, Moscow, and Chungking. This global propinquity created by air travel 
posed both the threat of horrible new wars and the promise that they could be prevented through 
global amity. But rather than being left on the ground in the Midwest and Great Plains--in what 
would become known as “flyover country”--manufacturers, the federal and local governments, 
and farmers themselves considered agriculturists central to building a postwar aviation empire. 
Aircraft manufacturers planned to convert their warplane production to general aviation 
following the war, and federal plans aimed to promote aeronautical growth by building a more 
robust air transportation infrastructure that privileged rural airfields and complemented projects 
such as the St. Lawrence Seaway and the Superior Export Terminal in opening up the 
agricultural interior to the world. The Minnesota commissioner of aeronautics claimed that the 
backbone of this aviation empire was an organization formed in 1944 called the Flying Farmers. 
According to the Flying Farmers, postwar aviation would extend beyond commercial airlines and 
national air forces to include agriculturists who could fly crops and livestock to market by taking 
off from airstrips they had cleared amid their fields. The organization’s leaders argued that 
aviation would provide easy access to towns and cities, therefore lessening the isolation and 
discontent of farm life. They believed aircraft would modernize farm work and therefore further 
integrate the agricultural interior into the nation rather than render it a geographical obstacle that 
could be easily flown over.3  
Like other technological salves for rural life, agricultural aviation neither corrected the 
social problems it was supposed to nor became as ubiquitous as its supporters had hoped. 
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Although the Flying Farmers never achieved their expansive goals for agricultural aviation, their 
ambitions and early history illustrate the continued growth of US agriculture’s industrial logic 
and globalism following the Second World War.4 Wartime demands facilitated the more rapid 
adoption of agricultural technologies, increased efficiency, and also paved the way for new 
postwar markets that would consume US food surpluses. While the federal government feared 
that farmers in the Midwest and Great Plains remained isolationists and likely opponents of 
postwar international cooperation, the Flying Farmers provide evidence that farmers in fact used 
their work on the land to affirm their importance to global rehabilitation and foreign relations.5 
The push to make aircraft common agricultural implements also indicates how capital 
intensive farming practices and racism forced farmers to make their livelihoods elsewhere. In the 
spirit of postwar optimism, advocates of agricultural aviation imagined inexpensive aircraft that 
would be accessible to all farmers. Rural sociologist Otis Durant Duncan argued that aviation, 
unlike automobiles, would supplant class divisions like it overcame geographical obstacles. 
However, the preponderance of aircraft among wealthier livestock farmers in the Midwest and 
Great Plains, as well as crop-dusting companies in the South and West, shows how limited this 
access actually was. Aviation was supposed to make farming more efficient and profitable, but 
there were no provisions to help sharecroppers or tenants acquire land, let alone machinery, so 
that they could secure their stake in this prosperity. One did not need an airplane to be a farmer 
following the Second World War, but those who owned them generally reflected the overall 
consolidation of agricultural wealth among farmers over the second half of the twentieth 
century.6 
Finally, during an era in which air travel and atomic weaponry fundamentally changed 
Americans’ understanding of geography, the early history of the Flying Farmers shows both how 
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farmers in the Midwest and Great Plains experienced this shift and the role the region played in 
the longer history of aviation. The agricultural heartland was home to the major manufacturers of 
general aviation aircraft--including Cessna and Beechcraft in Wichita, Kansas, and, since 1946, 
Piper in Ponca City, Oklahoma--trained pilots for war and established navigation systems during 
the early decades of flight. Postwar aviation, moreover, repositioned the region at the center of 
the country’s civil and defense transportation routes. As a key site for aviation, the region 
changed Americans’ experience of space. Historian Richard White describes railroads spanning 
the region a century earlier creating hybrid space; simultaneously abstract and physical, the 
imagination of it fueled new ideas of time, distance, the landscape, and human relationships. Air 
travel expanded and intensified the experience of this hybrid space and helped link, for example, 
a wheat field in the Great Plains to both food aid recipients on the other side of the globe and the 
threat of nuclear annihilation. More immediately, aviation led to clearing land for airfields, the 
introduction of new sounds and sights passing overhead, the surrender of everything above the 
ground to something new called airspace, and sometimes the violence of an aircraft hurtling back 
to earth. So while its goals ultimately went unrealized, the history of the Flying Farmers helps 
show how the agricultural heartland of the United States became a global heartland at the dawn 
of the Cold War.7  
The ambitions of the Flying Farmers were rooted in modern aviation’s development on 
the agricultural landscape. After Wilbur and Orville Wright first flew from the sand dunes of 
North Carolina, they brought their work to the tallgrass prairie reached by interurban from 
Dayton, Ohio. The brothers transformed a cow pasture known as Huffman Prairie into a 
primitive airstrip that they could use rent-free so long as they drove Torrence Huffman’s horses 
and cows out of harm’s way before conducting any flights. Their aeronautical progress was 
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routinely gauged by flights over herds of cattle, staying aloft into a neighboring cornfield, 
passing over barbed-wire fences, and being kept on the ground by the same spring rains that 
prevented sowing the surrounding fields. In 1910 the Wright School of Aviation opened at 
Huffman Prairie, offering room and board for students at a celery farm across the road.8  
Subsequent aviators, flying with no aeronautical infrastructure, continued to use actual 
fields as makeshift landing strips. In the 1920s the limited range of aircraft and frequent need for 
emergency landings prompted the publication of flying guides that instructed aviators how to 
read the landscape and listed where they could find suitable ground to land. The fields near 
Diamond Bluff, Wisconsin, for example, were “about perfect, being large, continuous with no 
fencing. The soil a rich [loam] and generally put to wheat.” Before landing, pilots would clear off 
animals with low passes in their aircraft, which often led unsuspecting farmers to accuse the 
aviators of trespassing and harming their crops and livestock. Farmers in turn faced fines when 
their animals obstructed established airfields and impeded the flow of airmail. Many early pilots, 
when not carrying airmail under contract with the federal government, earned extra money flying 
as barnstormers, assuming the title of itinerant nineteenth-century actors. By drawing crowds to 
the farm fields and fair grounds where they performed acrobatic routines and gave many 
Americans their first contact with aviation, these pilots built the country’s “air-mindedness” and 
tied it to the agricultural landscape. “Field” in turn became a standard appellation in early 
aviation infrastructure, identifying the actual terrain that airplanes depended on and establishing 
a term still found today at airports built on land long ago claimed from farms.9 
Into the 1930s pilots still relied on tracing the section lines of the Land Ordinance or 
recognizing familiar landmarks to fly cross-country. Small towns affirmed their support for 
aviation by painting rooftops to announce where they were and point pilots toward the nearest 
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airfield. When pilots flew cross-country from the East Coast, they typically reached the Midwest 
at nightfall and needed to wait until daybreak to continue flying. For that reason, aerial 
navigation lights were built at Moline, Illinois, in 1924, the first of thousands of illuminated 
beacons built by the Post Office and later the Department of Commerce across the continental 
interior. By 1932 two thousand beacons between twenty and ninety feet tall guided pilots as they 
flew from coast to coast. The colored lights of the beacons and their flashing in Morse code told 
pilots the direction of travel, the location of emergency landing fields, and the route they were 
following. With their evocative rotating lights and supervision by the US Lighthouse Bureau, 
these “air lighthouses” embodied the metaphorical claims that aviation turned the remotest inland 
places into ports that were connected to the broader world. The messages they transmitted from 
the ground reminded aviators that even as flight helped them pass over the agricultural interior, 
they still depended upon it for safe passage.10  
The imprint of the countryside persisted as aviation moved closer to cities. In lieu of 
dedicated runways, early airports continued to use open fields that allowed for adjustments to 
take off and land into whichever direction the wind blew. Along the perimeter of these fields 
were modest terminals and barn-like aircraft hangars, which together resembled farm buildings 
standing at the edge of cultivated fields. Airport maintenance further required knowledge of grass 
varieties, turf management, and agricultural drainage that was akin to caring for pastureland and 
warranted an appearance in the USDA’s Yearbook of Agriculture. The pastoral aesthetic of 
airports was practical both for the operation of aircraft and as a means to attract the non-flying 
customers who continued to constitute the majority of airport visitors. But even as urban airports 
that would become icons of US aviation--such as New York’s Municipal Airport and 
Washington’s National Airport--were built in the 1930s, the country was still dominated by rural 
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landing strips that were little more than portions of fields with closely cut groundcover or the 
stubble of harvested crops. Agricultural landscapes consequently mediated the American 
experience of early flight, with airfields cut out of the countryside, or resembling it, and serving 
as a bridge to technological innovation.11 
 During the Great Depression, advocates of aviation tried to sustain flight by ending the 
prohibition on federal funds for airports and using relief work to complete and improve airports. 
Because aviation was largely a rural phenomenon, these efforts complemented New Deal designs 
to modernize the countryside with better roads, electricity, and agricultural efficiency. Of the 662 
airports approved for work relief projects, 461 were in cities with fewer than five thousand 
inhabitants that often served the rural hinterland. After limited progress under New Deal relief, 
legislation in 1938 created the Civil Aeronautics Authority and mandated the creation of a 
national airport plan to integrate air travel into the lives of rural Americans. Funding, however, 
remained meager and was directed toward improving existing airports rather than expanding the 
country’s aviation infrastructure. As with the economy more generally, it took World War II to 
spur the development that would remake the agricultural landscape.12 
 Aeronautical optimists thought that the ability to quickly travel vast distances and 
overcome natural obstacles would promote global friendship and eliminate the need for war, 
while others believed that aircraft would make combat too awful and eliminate its possibility. 
The Second World War, however, further affirmed what the First World War had suggested--that 
aviation could make war more horrible yet still possible. The war also introduced millions of 
Americans to aviation as they piloted, crewed, and maintained military aircraft, assembled them 
in wartime factories, witnessed their continual presence overhead, or encountered them in 
promotional campaigns drumming up support for the war effort. The ubiquity of aircraft 
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rekindled a global geographical awareness in the agricultural heartland that had first been 
expressed during Charles Lindbergh’s tour celebrating his Atlantic crossing but subsequently 
eroded under the weight of political isolationism.13  
While wartime food demands ensured that those who remained on farms were part of the 
war effort, it was the airplane that transformed the place of the agricultural interior during World 
War II. For many isolationists, the geographical buffer that had justified nonintervention 
disappeared after the attack on Pearl Harbor, and the subsequent threat of aerial invasions 
seemed to leave no safe place. Joseph Grew, the former US ambassador to Japan, told 
midwesterners that they were “living ‘under an ocean of air’” that made the region as likely a 
destination for enemy forces as any port city. Grew even warned Milwaukeeans that their city 
was the most likely target of a second Japanese bombardment. Congressman Melvin Maas of 
Minnesota stoked this aeronautical hysteria by telling his constituents that enemy air forces were 
studying Minnesota maps to plan their next attack. Minnesotans responded by participating in 
practice bombings and building one of the farthest-reaching civil air defense networks in the 
country, which included nearly twenty-seven thousand air raid wardens and almost nine thousand 
aircraft spotters. As late as March 1945, Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer declared that the 
region remained unsafe against aerial attack and needed greater efforts to monitor the sky. By 
placing civilians who had seemed safely insulated from international affairs on the frontline, 
aviation encouraged broader participation in the war effort, whether through abstract patriotism 
or material contributions such as rationing or war bond purchases. The geographical 
expansiveness of aerial warfare also built a case against the postwar return to isolationism and 
consequent opposition to international cooperation that interventionists felt was certain to occur 
in the Midwest and Great Plains.14 
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 Efforts to build and train an air force reinforced the wartime presence of aviation in the 
countryside. Communities across the agricultural interior tried to attract new military airbases 
and training centers during the war, enticed by the economic prosperity they would bring. The 
armed forces, drawn by the region’s flat terrain and ostensible isolation, in turn spent millions of 
dollars to construct air bases that were plotted out amid surrounding farm fields. Local farm 
boys-turned-pilots buzzed the fields from which the draft had taken them showing off their 
newfound prowess to spectators below and occasionally crashing tragically back to earth. The 
destructive capacity of long-range bombers became so central to the wartime experience in the 
countryside that Farmers Union president James Patton argued that B-29s made it impossible for 
farmers to fence off a piece of the world to claim as their own. For Patton, the air war being 
waged overseas remade the landscape at home, and the recalibration of distance forced farmers 
to reconsider their relationship both to the natural environment and people around the world.15 
 The terror and the hopes of aviation sparked the urgent search for how air travel could 
unify the world or assure US leadership of it. The war had placed every town and village “on the 
air-coast” and so intensely focused attention on the sky that the 1944 convention for the 
International Civic Aviation Organization in Chicago preceded the work of planning the United 
Nations. But these expectations were not limited to the optimisms of liberal internationalists or 
those hoping to forge a Pax Americana through airpower. Vultee’s 1943 advertising campaign in 
Prairie Farmer, for example, exploited an agricultural market that aircraft manufacturers thought 
would sustain their profits after the war. Faced with compensating for more than nine billion 
dollars in contracts that would end after World War II, industry experts predicted, or hoped, that 
farmers would purchase 60 to 75 percent of personal aircraft made in the United States. 
Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer polled its readers in 1944 to gauge who expected to 
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someday travel by a personal helicopter or “stratoliner” and found that only one-third did, 
perhaps a disappointing number for manufacturers but still one that suggested optimism for an 
aeronautical future. While urban Americans could be counted on to use commercial aviation 
more heavily, it was rural Americans, especially farmers, who were poised to purchase aircraft. 
In particular, it was the wealthier livestock farmers of the Midwest and Great Plains, with 
extensive farm property and topographies amenable to aviation, who could create the predicted 
growth in personal aviation.16 
Beyond the abstract notion of a shrunken world that would end the isolation of the 
Midwest and Great Plains from the outside world was the understanding that aviation’s 
geographical realignment had made the agricultural interior globally central. Historian James 
Malin noted this in his 1947 study of the North American grassland by writing that the air age 
had given the heartland a new significance and world outlook. Malin preceded this observation 
three years earlier in a two-part article written for Agricultural History, where he stated that the 
air age had reopened space declared closed by Fredrick Jackson Turner in his 1893 frontier 
thesis. Air travel did this not only by placing previously inaccessible locations within reach, but 
also by breaking space out of two-dimensionality and creating a new geographical consciousness 
that rivaled the era of New World exploration. For Malin, the agricultural interior was pivotal to 
this new way of imagining and traversing the globe. He noted that the great circle routes--the 
apparent arc on a map that constitutes the shortest straight line on a globe--traversed on long-
distance flights traveling overseas emanated from the Great Plains and created a direct link 
between the agricultural heartland of the United States and far-flung regions of the world. 
Malin’s resituation of the heartland was echoed in popular air-age maps that centered on a polar 
axis and placed the Midwest and Great Plains not at the center of a continental buffer, but at the 
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doorway to the Arctic. Geographers further cited the “Arctic Mediterranean” created by air travel 
to displace Halford Mackinder’s Eurasian “Heartland” as the key to geopolitical power. Instead, 
they repositioned the new heartland in those areas surrounding the Arctic and even directly at the 
center of North America.17 
These geographical arguments were more than academic curiosities. When the United 
States began supplying the Soviet Union with food and war materiel through the Lend-Lease 
program in 1941, it did so using a string of airbases that originated in the Upper Midwest and 
stretched through Canada and Alaska. In 1944 Vice President Henry Wallace brought public 
attention to the Alaska-Siberia air route when he flew to China and the Soviet Union, where he 
remarked upon Iowa-made corn oil and Minnesota-milled flour flown there by Lend-Lease. 
Because of these great circle routes, Minnesota writer Meridel Le Sueur correctly claimed that 
the Upper Midwest was poised to become the aerial doorway to Asia. After the war, 
Minneapolis-based Northwest Airlines was the first to fly direct, scheduled flights from the 
United States to East Asia and eventually adopted the name Northwest Orient, announcing that 
they had finally discovered “the fabled Northwest Passage.” The US military similarly turned its 
attention northward and built Arctic bases and early warning systems to defend against this new 
avenue of aerial invasion. This geographical realignment even made the Midwest and Great 
Plains appear to be viable locations for the new United Nations headquarters. Editor Charles 
Sheridan of the Washburn, Wisconsin, Times sent Senator Robert La Follette Jr. an editorial 
arguing that the Apostle Islands in Lake Superior were a practical choice for the new world 
capital. Echoing the sentiments of others who wanted the UN located in South Dakota or 
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, the editorial argued that the air age had made the islands the 
“crossroads of the world.” In stark contrast to its prewar isolationism, aviation allowed the region 
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to emerge from the war as a possible home for future world government, no longer at the global 
periphery, but rather strategically central.18 
Recovering from one world war and working to avoid another framed the postwar 
discussion about aviation in global terms. But, like aircraft manufacturers hoping to profit from 
an agricultural air age, more routine interests linked aviation to agricultural communities. Small-
town boosters hoped that aviation would staunch the long-term movement toward better paying 
jobs in cities. Personal aviation could provide greater access to the market for farm goods while 
“three-cent” airlines would give families in the hinterland access to inexpensive long-distance 
travel and an unprecedented number of consumer goods. Airports consequently became a key 
index of progress in agricultural communities. The editor of Sauk Centre, Minnesota’s Herald 
believed that a new airport would counter the town’s “Podunk” legacy as the benighted Gopher 
Prairie of Sinclair Lewis’s Main Street and reinforce the “American Way of Life” embodied by 
improvement and advancement. At the 1943 Minnesota State Fair, Governor Edward Thye 
warned that ignoring the importance of airports would isolate towns like those that had been 
bypassed by the railroad in an earlier era. Airports were consequently not just luxuries, but rather 
“the hub of thousands of acres of farmland.” Government officials argued that, perhaps after the 
Second World War, aviation would help keep the boys down on the farm.19  
Aided by the 1946 Federal Airport Act, state aeronautic commissions developed plans to 
provide a range of aviation infrastructure for small towns and rural areas. Michigan’s plan 
became a model for airport development with its aim to build an airpark in every city with a 
population of at least five thousand as well as roadside landing strips for more rural places. The 
state also sponsored air tours, flying breakfast clubs, and flight curricula in public schools to 
generate support for aviation. Wisconsin tried to accommodate the predicted flood of personal 
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aircraft by privileging the construction of small airports that would make it possible to cross the 
state by air and never be more than five or ten minutes from a landing field. The aeronautics 
department in Minnesota planned to develop a chain of eighty airports that would place nearly 
three-quarters of the state’s population within ten miles of air transportation. The federal Civil 
Aeronautics Administration even created airport plans for agricultural areas that arranged for 
crops of appropriate heights to be grown between runways. The enthusiasm to develop aviation 
infrastructure and evidence of the region’s strategic importance led the president of the National 
Aeronautic Association to claim that the country’s “aviation empire” would develop in the Great 
Plains and Midwest.20 
The Flying Farmers were a key part of this growth. The organization, whose membership 
had grown to twenty thousand by 1950, became evangelists of agricultural aviation after World 
War II. Members urged a personal commitment to flying and government support to help 
aviation remake farm life. The Flying Farmers began in Oklahoma and subsequently organized 
by state, principally in the Midwest and Great Plains, with cooperation between agricultural 
extension offices and farm publishers. This support, as well as the organization’s predominance 
amid the extensive crop and livestock interests of the midcontinent, meant that agricultural 
aviation was largely directed toward further mechanizing farm production and allowing for more 
efficient work at a greater distance from the land. Planting and caring for crops from the air 
presented the prospect of only going into the fields for harvest and permitted farmers to manage 
ever-growing acreages. However, the Flying Farmers wanted agricultural aviation to be more 
than crop dusting or applying fertilizer and sowing seeds from the air.  
In addition to saturating farm publications with press releases, the organization started the 
monthly magazine National Flying Farmer to promote accounts of locating loose livestock, 
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flying from town to field for urgent equipment repairs during harvest, and saving the lives of 
neighbors by quickly taking them to distant medical facilities. The magazine extolled the use of 
airplanes to survey fields, pick up goods in town, inseminate livestock, drop off mail and 
subpoenas, and check up on experimental crops planted far from home. The Flying Farmers’ 
efforts to improve aviation facilities and accessibility led supporters in agricultural towns such as 
Hector, Minnesota, to boast being “the most air-minded town in the U. S. A.” The low-cost 
airport in Osceola, Iowa, was held up as a model for agricultural towns, and farmers and ranchers 
in the agricultural periphery of Bozeman, Montana, constructed a “shopper’s airport” that 
allowed them to fly into town without the need for ground transportation. When the city of 
Chicago dedicated Meigs Field, an airport built on Northerly Island in Lake Michigan, it 
generated excitement among agricultural aviators who could subsequently fly from their farms 
and land minutes away from the downtown Loop.21  
By easing farm work and rural life, air travel was supposed to provide, according to 
Prairie Farmer writer Bill Renshaw, “another big step along the hard trail up from the peasantry 
of yesterday.” It promised to eliminate the divisions between town and country as well as the 
drudgery and uncertainty of farm work, potentially reversing rural to urban migration and 
preserving the vitality of farm life. Although the Flying Farmers often replicated gendered farm 
roles by relegating women to the positions of elected queen or students in “Landit” classes that 
taught wives how to fly in case husbands became incapacitated, its modest efforts to highlight 
women pilots and flight instructors suggested that aviation could even begin to break down these 
inequities too aviation would break down the rural neighborhood perspective and sharpen 
relationships with the world at large. By modernizing farm work, aviation would revolutionize 
agricultural life and help farmers play a vital role in mass society.22 
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Underlying the transformation of rural life were the new connections agricultural aviation 
was supposed to engender through market relations. By the 1940s farmers in the Great Plains and 
Midwest had long been tied to international markets by rail and sea, but the speed and far-
reaching access of aviation formed the first truly global system that could tie international affairs 
to everyday life on the farm. Air travel promised to open markets to those farmers whose 
products, such as milk and fruit, had previously been unable to survive long journeys without 
additional processing. In its most optimistic interpretation, farmers would be freed from their 
reliance on wholesalers and freight haulers by the ability to fly goods directly to market. In fact, 
farmers reported transporting crops, such as fruit allowed to fully ripen in fields outside Benton 
Harbor, Michigan, before reaching markets on the East Coast and milk that the Liberty Cheese 
factory in Dodge County, Wisconsin, collected by airplane. Aboard a flight transporting livestock 
from Vernon Center, Minnesota, to Guatemala, breeder and Flying Farmer Bert Hanson 
identified himself as a “bull stewardess” in charge of transporting thirty-one bulls. After the trip, 
Hanson claimed that he looked at every airplane overhead as a potential cattle farm traveling 
through the air.23  
Air transportation also provided an avenue for direct foreign aid during the postwar 
recovery. Groups including the Poultry Improvement Association flew tens of thousands of 
hatching eggs to Czech and Polish farmers in order to help them rebuild their stocks and stave off 
postwar famine. In the late 1940s the Church of the Brethren, which had become known for its 
Heifers for Relief program, began flying cattle to European war refugees in Venezuela. The first 
flight fittingly took off from the Wright brothers’ hometown, Dayton Municipal Airport, where 
five hundred people gathered for a ceremony marking the occasion. In subsequent years, the 
church organized Operation Chickenlift to fly chicks to Egypt and South Korea. The program 
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carried so many chicks that in 1952 it could claim that over half of the chicks in Korea could 
trace their ancestry to hatcheries in the United States.24  
For those farmers without access or interest in flight, they nonetheless experienced 
agricultural aviation through their contributions to fighting the Cold War as well as the novel 
intervention of federal and state governments in their work and land. When the Soviet military 
blocked access to the western sectors of Berlin, the United States and its allies began an airlift 
carrying tons of food and fuel to supply Berliners. The pilots who flew the physically and 
technically demanding missions were trained at Great Falls Air Force Base in Montana, which 
had been mocked up to resemble Berlin’s Tempelhof airport. Growing in the fields surrounding 
their practice site was wheat that would fill the airplanes providing food to Berlin. Like Lend-
Lease, the airlift became a trenchant illustration that aviation was a central tool for the United 
States to assert its global presence and that it would continue to tie the US heartland to the wider 
world. In following years, Arctic aviation further assured the region’s position as a new redoubt 
on the frontlines of the Cold War with nuclear missile silos and interceptor aircraft stationed at 
bases built as a last line of defense. Therefore, even farmers who found agricultural aviation 
impractical or unobtainable were inexorably tied to air age geography by growing food for an 
international power at the beginning of the Cold War.25 
 In addition to Cold War intrigue, the creation of airspace took what had before belonged 
to whoever owned the land beneath it and placed it in the public domain, where it was 
consequently regulated to ensure safety and limit nuisances. Again, the agricultural interior was 
central to these efforts, where the Department of Agriculture’s aerial gaze ensured compliance on 
the ground. As early as 1919 the USDA used aerial observation against crop-law violators, and 
by the late 1930s used more formal surveys to monitor cooperation with federally regulated crop 
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allotments and assess soil conservation. After the war the practice became widespread. 
Huntington County, Indiana, farm agent Walter Rusk claimed that the Kodachrome photographs 
he took in the air convinced farmers of the need for soil conservation, in contrast to his earlier 
unheeded, earthbound pleas. Soil conservation tours became a common method to give farmers a 
dramatic perspective of the damage caused by poor agricultural practices and to show how to 
maintain soil health. Aerial imagery made the land legible, promoted efficiency, and ensured 
compliance that promoted the modernization and industrialization of agriculture. Aircraft 
provided a revisualization of the agricultural countryside’s relationship to the wider world as 
mediated by the government, with efficient food production supporting burgeoning Cold War 
relief programs.26 
In 1948 farmers and farm managers constituted the second most numerous group of 
private aircraft owners in the United States with 8,070 aircraft, a growth of 39 percent over the 
previous year’s number. Despite that short-term growth, the dreams of agricultural aviation, like 
the hopes of a world without war, were not coming to fruition. The Flying Farmers continued to 
spread the gospel of airplanes in the countryside, but most tractors did not find aircraft tied down 
alongside them and many Flying Farmer chapters counted more townspeople than farmers 
among their members. Since the end of World War II, skeptics had surmised that farmers would 
never sacrifice their acreage to create landing strips and that the short trips most farmers 
completed by automobile would never be practical by air. Their doubts were affirmed, for even 
as more affordable and farm-focused aircraft became available, the United States’ aeronautical 
infrastructure remained inadequate to make aviation widespread and routine. Air travel could not 
economically transport anything but the most expensive and urgently needed crops, and aircraft 
never became inexpensive or useful enough over short distances to supplant automobiles. Once 
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promising applications such as the extensive distribution of seeds failed to demonstrate much 
promise. By 1949 the USDA determined that earlier assessments remained true: broadcasting 
seeds by airplane was the most certain way to waste a large amount of seed and accomplish 
nothing else. Fertilizer similarly had limited effectiveness when applied from the air, suited for 
few crops other than rice. In fact, contrary to postwar plans that positioned the Midwest and 
Great Plains at the center of the aviation empire, it was the South and West that most used 
aircraft for agriculture as crop dusting and insect control proved to be their most effective uses. 
Conferences on agricultural aviation turned away from strategies to make flying ubiquitous and 
focused instead on improving technical applications. With the beginning of the Korean War, the 
Flying Farmers continued to promote the expansion of aviation, but did so with increasingly 
outlandish claims. In 1950, for instance, National Flying Farmer argued that farmers would 
provide a dispersed fleet of small aircraft to transport medical supplies and perform “mercy 
errands” while feeding the world in the event of a nuclear war. It became clearer that those 
farmers with airplanes were not the vanguard of agricultural aviation, but rather represented the 
few who could actually afford to fly.27  
Like the broader hopes for global amity following World War II, the Flying Farmers’ 
vision of postwar agricultural aviation never materialized. The development of agricultural 
aviation instead reflected the capital intensification of agriculture and the growing presence of 
the state in everyday life. In fact, the first “Flying Farmer of the Month” chosen by National 
Flying Farmer in 1947 already revealed the mounting barriers to agricultural aviation and 
farming more generally. The organization chose Thomas Letnes, not a small-scale dirt farmer or 
veteran using his wartime flying skills, but a state legislator who farmed in Minnesota’s Red 
River Valley. Claiming to also have been Minnesota’s “first horseless farmer,” Letnes flew 
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among his thousands of acres, his fifty-thousand-bushel grain elevator, legislative sessions in St. 
Paul, and his winter home in San Diego. When the Farmers Union organized the Mercy Wheat 
campaign to feed starving Europeans in the spring of 1946, Letnes contributed the most wheat, 
and his daughter Marilyn contributed a sack of grain on behalf of local school children. As farm 
aviation grew in Minnesota while other uses of private aircraft contracted at the end of the 1940s, 
Letnes embodied flight’s broad potential for agriculture. His participation in the Mercy Wheat 
campaign also underscored the postwar connections between farmers in the heartland and new 
consumers around the world. However, Letnes likewise symbolized the growing gulf between 
farmers with sufficient capital to modernize production and those left to turn elsewhere for their 
livelihoods. As much as the Flying Farmers argued that flight would improve the lives of all 
farmers, it could not overcome the fact that the growing amount of wealth required to operate a 
farm, not to mention include an airplane among one’s agricultural equipment, posed a grave 
obstacle to anyone who wanted to have access to either. 28 
 Despite these failures, the relationship between flight and agriculture in the United States 
is brought into clearer relief when compared to overseas counterparts who confronted aviation 
throughout the twentieth century. In 1917 Schiphol Airport was built on fertile land that earlier 
had been reclaimed from a lake between Amsterdam and Haarlem. Displeased by the incursion 
onto their land and the aerial nuisance similar to that affecting farmers in the United States, 
Dutch farmers threw potatoes, turnips, and other root vegetables at airplanes taking off and 
landing on what had once been called Ship’s Hole. They could not, however, prevent the growth 
of what became one of Europe’s busiest airports as it spread into their fields during the rest of the 
twentieth century. There were no similar protests at Hounslow Heath, where the British Air 
Ministry evicted farmers during World War II in order to build a military airfield named 
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Heathrow. After the war, the ministry continued to build the airport that it had failed to complete 
during hostilities, making it clear that the war had only provided a pretense to displace the 
farmers from land deemed desirable for London’s new airport. The most protracted and violent 
struggle between aviation and agriculture began in 1966, when the Tokyo International Airport 
Authority announced its plans to build on land that had been imperial farms. Japanese farmers 
began a decades-long campaign to prevent the airport’s construction by deploying firebombs, 
sabotaging the airport’s infrastructure, and constructing concrete bunkers and steel towers to 
obstruct the flight paths of aircraft. When the airport finally opened in 1978, it did so with 
limited capacity and under heavy protection against potential attacks.29 
The territoriality of aviation unfolded very differently in the postwar Midwest and Great 
Plains, where farmers embraced flight as a pathway to global engagement and modernity, a tool 
that would help them maintain their livelihood rather than demolish it, and a new perspective 
through which they conceptualized and worked their land. Unlike Dutch, British, and Japanese 
farmers who had seen their land cratered by aerial bombardment, farmers in the US interior 
encountered aviation as an instrument for convenience, freedom, prosperity, and global 
engagement. Flight in the agricultural interior of the United States did not encroach upon already 
limited rural space as it did for farmers overseas, but instead promised to reopen the frontier, end 
rural isolation, and connect farmers to consumers around the world. Although these promises 
remained mostly unrealized, agricultural aviation during the early postwar period underscored 
the broader structural changes US farming underwent as well as the vital role the agricultural 
interior played in establishing the country’s place in the Cold War world. In addition to providing 
food aid and technical skills for overseas development, the air age Midwest and Great Plains 
provided a geographical foundation from which to assert US supremacy. Aviation created the 
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conditions under which residents reimagined their global centrality, resituating the region from a 
paragon of isolationism to one not more than sixty hours from any point on the globe.  
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